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GUANGZHOU, China - Jan 7th, 2021 -- NetEase Games today (January 7th) announced that following the soft
launch in Singapore, Thailand, the Philippines, and Australia in December 2020, Onmyoji: The Card Game —  the

new yokai duel card mobile game from the Onmyoji universe —  will officially launch on January 10th throughout
Europe, North America, South America, Africa and most regions in Southeast Asia, such as Indonesia, Malaysia, and
Cambodia.
 

After the global launch, there are plans to make the game even more global, with the game set to run on a universal
global server (excluding mainland China and Japan) within one month after launching. Players across the world will
then be able to experience the charm of Onmyoji: The Card Game and duel together anytime, regardless of location.
The global server supporting language will be English.
 

Onmyoji: The Card Game is a duel card game and a spinoff of the Onmyoji IP. Players will step into Shinkiro, the
paradise for Yokai, and play the card game Hyakubun. While players are enjoying the fun duel, they will unlock
interesting Yokai stories and meet their favorite shikigami from Onmyoji again under a fresh light.
 

Pre-registration  is  now  available  in  all  the  new  launch  regions.  For  further  information,  please  go  to  the
pre-registration site.

Pre-registration site: https://otcg.onelink.me/ez4q/e8855670

Onmyoji:  The  Card Game  extends  the  artistic  expression  of  Onmyoji,  crafting  lively  Japanese-style  scenes,  and
designing new shikigami card portraits. While the new soundtrack created by the famous Japanese composer Satoru
Kosaki spirits the player away to the world of Shinkiro All this renders Shinkiro as the Yokai promised land, offering

https://otcg.onelink.me/ez4q/e8855670


an amazing audio-visual experience.
 

Onmyoji: The Card Game adopts a fresh take on traditional CCG. By ditching the Class concept, its strategic core is
the combining of Shikigami and their exclusive cards. Shikigami take turns to fight in the combat zone. The card
mechanics are constantly updating and the abundant  PvP and PvE content brings endless possibilities.
 



During the launch period, various events will be held in the game and rich rewards are waiting for players to grab.
 

Event 1: Server launch rally bonus

When the game is officially launched, if the number of rallied players reached certain targets, all players will get the
unlocked bonus. There are 5 tiers of bonuses, and the more players rallied, the more rewards to be unlocked: including
Gold*6666, Myth Scroll*10, Jikikaeru Ticket*1, Talisman*200, and the special title ”Joyful Gathering”.
 

Event 2: Seven-day sign-in bonus

After launch, players can get different rewards daily during the first 7 days of logging in to the game. There will also
be special  rewards  like  the  popular  card,  Evolved:  Shuten Doji,  random SSR cards,  the  rare  card  back “Gather
Together”, and more.
 

Event 3: Onmyoji game crossovers

Onmyoji: The Card Game will have a long-term crossover with other Onmyoji games (Onmyoji and Onmyoji Arena).
Completing  quests  in  Onmyoji  and  Onmyoji  Arena  will  give  players  crossover  titles,  icons,  and  card  packs  in
Onmyoji: The Card Game. Players can also complete quests in Onmyoji: The Card Game to get crossover rewards in
Onmyoji and Onmyoji Arena.
 



For more details, please follow the official Facebook to get the latest information.

Official site: https://www.onmyoji-card.com/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OnmyojiCardGame

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl45kCvmxSgfe81fjFHGL0Q

About Onmyoji: The Card Game

Onmyoji: The Card Game is a Yokai-themed collectible card mobile game developed by NetEase Games and a spinoff
of  Onmyoji.  Hundreds  of  top  artists  and  voice  actors  have  teamed  up  to  create  a  hidden  world  of  Yokai.  The
soundtrack is the work of Satoru Kosaki, a famous Japanese composer.
 

Onmyoji: The Card Game creates a very different sensation from the original work, Onmyoji. Not only have the
characters been redesigned, but it also includes an all-new soundtrack, bringing a brand new Yokai experience for

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl45kCvmxSgfe81fjFHGL0Q


Onmyoji fans.

 

About NetEase Games

NetEase Games is the online games division of NetEase, Inc. (NASDAQ: NTES and HKEX: 9999), developing and
operating some of the most popular mobile and PC games in markets including China and Japan. As one of the world's
largest incubators of quality online game content, NetEase Games is dedicated to supporting the growth of innovative
studios around the globe and growing an international presence along the way. To complement its self-developed
games and world-class R&D capabilities, NetEase Games also partners with other industry leaders including Blizzard
Entertainment, Mojang AB (a Microsoft subsidiary) and other global game developers to operate some of the most
popular international online games in China. For more information, please visit neteasegames.com.
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